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THE VA’S FISCAL YEAR 2007 INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY BUDGET

THURSDAY, MARCH 2, 2006

U.S. HoUSe of repreSentativeS,     
SUbcommittee on overSigHt and inveStigationS,

committee on veteranS’ affairS,
Washington, D.C.

 the subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:00 a.m., in room 
340, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Michael Bilirakis [Chair-
man of the subcommittee] presiding.

 present:  representatives bilirakis, strickland, reyes, and buyer.
 
 mr. bilirakiS.  Good morning.  today we will examine the Depart-
ment of Veterans affairs (Va) information technology (it) budget 
and review Va’s it expenses.  it is certainly, as you know, not new 
to the Committee, nor is it new to the subcommittee.  however, this 
year we have for the first time a line-item breakdown of the VA’s IT 
budget.  previously we would have to look at over 50 areas of the bud-
get to figure out the Department’s IT budget.
 On November 30 of last year, the President signed fiscal year 2006 
military Quality of life and Veterans’ affairs appropriation act (pl 
109-114), which included in the conference report -- which a provi-
sion that directed the Va to provide $1.2 billion for Va it and it 
restructuring, and further directed the monies should be set up as 
a new it systems account.  the law also authorizes the transfer of 
funds among various accounts, subject to Congressional notification 
and approval to perfect the accounting structure of the it systems 
account.  the law further mandated that the Va provide a compre-
hensive listing of priority projects for fiscal year 2006 not later than 
30 days after enactment of the act.
 at this point, i think it is important to note that the administration 
has requested $1.3 billion for IT funding in fiscal year 2007.  While 
it issues may seem mundane to some, and apparently they must, we 
make a significant investment in information technology (IT) each 
year, and i believe it is important that we ensure we are getting the 
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best bang for our buck.
 not included in my prepared remarks is the fact that we have -- 
mr. secretary and others of you, we have commended you.  we have 
complimented you in the past, because even though we’ve been very 
frustrated and very disappointed in the progress of it within Va.  we 
do feel that it is probably far ahead from many of the other branches 
of the government, and we have complimented and commended you.
 having said that, of course, that is kind of the good news.  Conse-
quently, today’s hearing marks over a half-dozen hearings held by 
the Committee on Va it issues since 2000.  previous hearings have 
focused not only on the budget, but also on specific programs and the 
Va’s enterprise architecture, or organization of the Department’s it.  
while the purpose of the hearing is for the subcommittee to act in due 
diligence and conduct oversight on the newly formed Va it spending 
account, Va it reorganization is a major focus of the full Committee, 
and part of this evolving process. we are very complimented that the 
full Committee Chairman, mr. buyer, is here with us this morning.
 therefore, we would like to hear how the Department is proceed-
ing with it reorganization.  During the september 14th, 2005 full 
Committee hearing, led by Mr. Buyer, Deputy Secretary Mansfield 
stated that the Department was adopting a federated model for Va’s 
IT infrastructure.  Deputy Secretary Mansfield also reiterated VA’s 
plans to move to a federated it infrastructure model before the sen-
ate Veterans’ affairs Committee in october of last year.
 however, as of last night, and i understand some things may have 
taken place this morning, but as of last night, march 1st, Va had yet 
to approve its it reorganization implementation plan to move to a 
federated model.
 Given the slow pace of the Department’s restructuring, the issue of 
VA IT reorganization funding is of concern to us.  In fiscal year (FY) 
2006, the Va received $7.7 million for the Department’s enterprise 
architecture, the blueprint for the it structure of the Va, to assist 
the Department in its it reorganization.  in this fy 2007, Va has 
requested $12.6 million,  and yet the Va appears to have made little 
progress towards it reorganization.
 the subcommittee also has some concern regarding some of last 
year’s funding projects.  included in the list of Va it projects for fy 
2006 was $25.9 million in funding for financial logistics integrated 
technology enterprise (flite).  for fy 2007, Va requested $39.5 
million for flite.  the subcommittee would like to learn more about 
flite, and whether or not this is associated with Core fls.  i remind 
you, the Core fls initiative -- i don’t think i have to remind you, but 
i will anyhow -- the Core fls initiative in bay pines, florida, bellied 
up to the tune of $342 million after four years of poor or little project 
management.
 also of concern are six it projects that are projected to run on the 
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new Vista system once the existing Vista legacy system is re-hosted.  
for instance, the scheduling replacement project that has been in 
development for 10 years, and aw we understand is not even close to 
implementation, as we understand.  according to Va’s budget, almost 
all of the costs associated with these programs are for development, 
with little to no funding for operations and maintenance.
 the subcommittee and the full Committee are extremely con-
cerned that Va risks spending millions of dollars for developing soft-
ware applications that will not run on the re-hosted program.  as 
a matter of fact, Va has not provided a plan for re-hosting the 25 
year-old system, but has gone ahead and started new software ap-
plications for the new-but-not-yet-in-place system.
 today, we will hear testimony from Deputy secretary Gordon man-
sfield.  The fact that the Secretary is the only witness to this hearing 
is an indication i think of the fact that we place great focus on this 
subject, and want to spend as much time as we can on this subject 
with him, and with of course the good people that he has brought with 
him.  he is accompanied by the honorable Jonathan b. perlin, Dr. 
perlin, under secretary for health; the honorable Daniel l. Cooper, 
Under Secretary for Benefits; William F. Tuerk -- Tuerk or Turk?
 mr. tUerk.  tuerk.  tuerk, mr. Chairman.  
 mr. bilirakiS.  under secretary for -- i’m Greek orthodox, so i tend 
to not use that word, forgive me.
 mr. tUerk.  i understand.
 mr. bilirakiS.  I don’t know, why did I have to say that?  
 under secretary for memorial affairs; the honorable robert hen-
ke, the assistant secretary for management; and the honorable rob-
ert mcfarland, assistant secretary of information technology.
 i, along with the other members, look forward to hearing your tes-
timony and answers to members’ questions. 
 [The statement of Mr. Bilirakis appears on p. 30]
 
 mr. bilirakiS.  steve, you don’t mind if i recognize mr. strickland 
next, do you?  I would now recognized Mr. Strickland, my good friend 
from ohio, ranking Democratic member.
 mr. Strickland.  thank you, mr. Chairman, and to the Chairman 
of the full Committee, my statement will be very short.  so thank you 
for allowing me to precede, i appreciate it.
 mr. Strickland.  thank you, mr. Chairman.  i look forward to hear-
ing the VA’s justifications for its fiscal year 2007 information tech-
nology systems request of $1.257 billion, an increase of $43 million 
over the fiscal year 2006 enacted level.  This year, in our Democratic 
views and estimates, we recommended $1.249 billion, an amount low-
er than the administration’s budget request.  we expressed concerns 
over funding levels for the Va’s financial and logistics integrated 
technology enterprise program, or flite, and we recommended a 
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decrease for this program.  the majority has also expressed concerns 
regarding this program, and i know that i speak for all of us here in 
looking forward to your discussion regarding the flite program.
 my republican friends, in their views and estimates, went further 
than we did in recommending additional cuts, eliminating funding 
for the health data repository, healtheVet, Vista, pharmacy reen-
gineering, and it support scheduling replacement, Vista imaging, 
and Vista laboratory is systems reengineering programs.  they also 
recommended dramatically reducing funding for the Vista legacy 
system.
 although i believe that we should look to any savings possible in 
the Va’s it account, i also believe that we should ensure that the Va 
has the resources to do the job today, and that any cuts that are ulti-
mately made do not jeopardize larger savings that may be achieved 
down the road.  this is especially important when we are dealing 
with the Va’s electronic health record program, which is rightly held 
up as a model for other health care systems.  we must ensure that 
the actions we take in regards to the Va’s it budget do not ultimately 
mean veterans not receiving the quality care they deserve.
 but before any actions are taken, the Va needs to produce a re-
hosting plan and a transition plan for these programs.  they must 
make sure that the Va has the resources to meet its essential it 
needs, and does not seek funding from other accounts, especially the 
medical services.  at the same time, we on this Committee do not 
want to be throwing good money after bad, which arguably has hap-
pened in the it area before.
 i would like the Va to explain to us what it is doing in the area of 
cyber security, an issue all of us on this subcommittee care about.  in 
a bipartisan manner, we recommended an increase of $20 million for 
fiscal year 2007.
 finally, i am interested in hearing from the Va about its experi-
ences so far this fiscal year in the IT area.  The VA is dealing with 
the new appropriations account structure in relation to it, as well 
as explicit requirements mandated in the fiscal year 2006 spending 
bill.  i believe that a separate it account will afford us a better tool in 
which to conduct our oversight of the Va’s it efforts, or lack of efforts.  
i would like to hear from the Va how they are handling this, how it 
is ready to meet the challenges before it, and address the concerns of 
this subcommittee.  and i thank the witnesses for being here, and 
mr. Chairman, i thank you for your courtesy.
 mr. bilirakiS.  and i thank the gentleman.
 Chairman of the full Committee, mr. buyer.
 mr. bUyer.  i’d like to thank the Chairman, the ranking member, 
and the members of the o&i subcommittee for your leadership on 
the issue, and i would only like to make this comment to our friends 
in the administration:  as you know, Capitol hill can be a highly 
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volatile place politically.  so when there are moments in time when 
republicans and Democrats stand together unanimously on a par-
ticular issue, it is noteworthy.  and that is what has happened here 
with regard to it.
 we have our own thoughts and our own judgments.  we recognize 
our oversight is part of the accountability function with regard to the 
dollar, and we also embrace counsel and seek the wisdom that other 
companies throughout the world also seek.  and i think the secretary 
was right, Secretary Mansfield, when VA sought out Gartner.  So you 
make an investment in Gartner consulting, and they give you their 
best judgment, and then it is not followed.
 we then give our recommendations, and we proceed together with 
the centralized model, take it to the House floor, and it is voted 408 to 
zero.  now that is a pretty strong vote.  i am just letting you know, on 
matters of substance, very tough issues of substance, 408 to nothing, 
you can’t trump that, you can’t throw it away, you can’t ignore it.
 so we look at this one and go, “okay, the senate wants to be def-
erential.  we understand the senate.  we understand how they oper-
ate.”  so they want to be deferential, they don’t want to micro-manage.  
you go over to the senate, you try to operate by consensus sort of the 
leadership that the secretary has given to you, Secretary Mansfield, 
so you try to work through this and you come up with the federated 
model.
 the federated model then appears to be the political compromise 
model, but what does it mean, “federated model”?  Does it mean that 
which was delivered to us in testimony by Gartner Consulting last 
year? Or is it something different?  So I don’t even know where you 
are going.  i don’t know what “federated” means.  is “federated” going 
to mean that model for which Gartner has advised and gave counsel 
to us and for which you testified last year before the Senate, about 
which larry Craig, the Chairman, then says, “i will hold you account-
able,” Or are you walking this to the status quo? 
 and if that is what is happening, what will happen here is a very 
ugly confrontation between the Committee and the administration, 
and we don’t want that, because we want to be able to bring perfec-
tion and efficiencies to this system.  And we can be sensitive with 
regard to Dr. perlin’s counsel about the development, and these cru-
cibles of initiative and creativity, we can be sensitive to all that.  but 
we are losing our patience up here.  i just want you to know that.  and 
so let me yield back to the Chairman.
 mr. bilirakiS.  Very well said, mr. Chairman.  mr. reyes, opening 
statement, sir?  No, all right.  
 well, that being the case, mr. secretary, i’m not even going to turn 
on the clock or the light.  You have the floor, sir.  You can certainly 
bring in any of your people at any point if you would like.  i am hop-
ing that even though the -- i suppose you might say the focus of this 
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hearing is supposed to be the breakdown of the budget and that sort 
of budget areas, but you can see that our frustrations are such that 
even though you may satisfy what used to be the 50 earmarks and 
whatnot, what are now 50 earmarks or whatever that figure is, that 
we are still concerned about progress, and i mean real progress.  so 
hopefully, you will work that into any prepared statement you have.  
thank you for being here sir, and for your service to our country.

statement of GorDon mansfielD, Deputy seCretary,
 u.s. Department of Veterans affairs, aCCompan-
 ieD by Jonathan b. perlin, unDer seCretary for
 health; Daniel l. Cooper, unDer seCretary for
 benefits; william f. tuerk, unDer seCretary for
 memorial affairs; robert henke, assistant seCre-
 tary for manaGement; anD robert mCfarlanD 
 assistant seCretary for information anD teCh-
 noloGy

 mr. manSfield.  thank you, mr. Chairman, and mr. Chairman, mr. 
strickland, and mr. reyes.  i appreciate the opportunity to be here to 
talk about our it programs.
 let me begin then by updating you on the department’s ongoing 
reorganization.  i can report that the Va is making steady process in 
adopting a federated management model that will result in consid-
erable efficiencies.  Our federated model separates IT management 
structure into two domains: operations and maintenance, and devel-
opment.  the Cio is responsible for the operations and maintenance 
domain, with oversight and accountability over all it budgets and 
projects within the VA.  Administrations and staff offices will remain 
responsible for the application development domain, following the 
policies and framework established for the department.
 let me be clear that under the federated model, the budget will be 
centralized to the Chief Information Officer, as will security.  Devel-
opment will involve the Cio’s review and budget approval.
 on october 19th, the secretary approved the federated it manage-
ment system concept.  under that plan the Cio is charged with de-
veloping an interim federated model, and a follow-on implementation 
plan.  and in January, 2006, our management team was briefed on 
an additional draft of a framework presented to us by Gartner for the 
federated model.  The next step is to flesh out this framework, and 
adopt the final structure.
 Va management understands the critical importance of this en-
deavor, and will remain highly involved in the organizational re-
alignment.  we also understand that leadership changes culture, and 
a culture change has to take place in order for buy-in to occur at all 
levels, Department-wide.
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 mr. Chairman, we believe that this is a plan that the Va can and 
will execute.  this federated it management system will enhance it 
operational effectiveness, and provide standardization, and eliminate 
duplication.  We can realize efficiencies through the reorganization 
and consolidation.  for example, consolidating the more than 100 
data processing centers that currently operate across the Va into a 
much smaller number will provide significant efficiencies.
 as we move forward, it is vital that any reorganization not adverse-
ly impact services to veterans, or unnecessarily affect our employ-
ees.  Our first principle will be to do no harm for the patients in our 
world-class health care system, and to do no harm to the millions of 
beneficiaries that depend on checks being dispatched in a timely and 
accurate manner.
 we know that there are no simple lightswitch solutions in any 
model, but we are committed to managing these changes for the good 
of the department, and most importantly for the benefit of the veter-
ans and their families we are privileged to serve.
 mr. Chairman, the president’s 2007 budget for Va as you men-
tioned provides $1.257 billion for non-payroll costs associated with it 
projects across the department.  broken down, this is a $43.2 million 
above our 2006 budget.  The 2007 request includes $832 million for 
medical care program, $55 million for benefits, $4 million for burial, 
and $366 million for projects managed by our staff offices; most nota-
bly, non-payroll costs in the office of information and technology, and 
the office of management, to support department-wide initiatives and 
operations.
 Va’s it programs operate in a tight budget environment in 2006.  
Challenges will continue into the upcoming fiscal year, as the VA 
transitions to a new line-item budget, as you mentioned, mr. Chair-
man, and continues its infrastructure reorganization.
 for development and infrastructure realignment, we are in a stra-
tegic pause for fiscal year 2006 that will continue somewhat into the 
proposed fiscal year 2007 budget.
 i recognize that Va must improve our execution of the business of 
it.  establishing the line-item budget for Va’s it program is a step 
in revamping the way we plan and spending dollars.  in the past, it 
dollars were spread across the department, and could be moved from 
one project to cover shortfalls in another.  budgets for information 
technology projects needed only general estimates.  however, we are 
now operating in an environment requiring a rigorous, disciplined 
approach, in order to budget accurately.  This is a significant change 
for the Va.  this year, 2006, will be a learning year for the depart-
ment, during which there will be occasions when it may be necessary 
for the Va to come to Congress to request reprogramming of it dol-
lars, to make adjustments.
 the most critical it project for our medical care program is contin-
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ued operational improvement to the department’s electronic health 
records system, a presidential priority which has been recognized 
nationally for increased productivity, quality, and patient safety.  
within this overall initiative, we are requesting $51 million for ongo-
ing development implementation of a new system architecture called 
healtheVet, which will incorporate new technology, new or re-engi-
neered applications, and data standardization, to continue improving 
veterans health care.
 until healtheVet is operational we must maintain the Vista legacy 
system.  this system will remain operational as the new applications 
are developed and implemented.  this approach will mitigate transi-
tion and migration risks associated with a move to a new architec-
ture.  The budget provides 188 million to operate the legacy system.
 In support of the department education benefits programs for veter-
ans, our 2007 request includes money for non-payroll cost to continue 
the development of tees or the  --  to operate the education program.  
Va’s 2000 and  information technology budget request provides 57.4 
million for cyber security.  this vital function ensures coordination of 
the development, deployment, and maintenance of enterprise-wide 
security controls to better secure our information technology invest-
ments in support of all the department’s programs.
 In 2005, VA significantly improved its security posture by complet-
ing certification and accreditation activities for 100 percent of the 
department’s operational information technology systems, bringing 
Va into the federal information security management act -- fisma 
-- compliance, for the first time.
 Va also implemented the department-wide security operations 
center.  And finally, we laid the groundwork for implementation of 
the security configuration management program.  This program is 
essential to eliminating vulnerabilities that expose the Va systems 
to inappropriate access to information.
 i would like to address the Committee’s proposed reductions to 
Vista and other programs in the health care arena.  these reductions 
would severely jeopardize our ability to maintain the Va’s electronic 
health record, acknowledged by independent analysts like Gartner, 
the rand Corporation, and even Consumer reports, to be a gold stan-
dard for electronic medical records systems.  and this is at a time 
when we are trying to achieve president bush’s vision to have elec-
tronic records capability for most americans by 2014, and to imple-
ment the associated executive order.
 the Committee’s proposed reductions seriously hamper efforts fo-
cused on replacement of the existing Vista legacy health care infra-
structure, what we believe to be the critical foundation for meeting 
future system requirements.  much like the venerable boeing 747 
that transformed air transportation and served us well for many 
years, the functionality that Va’s Vista legacy system currently pro-
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vides is without peer.  but this system, like the 747, now needs updat-
ing.  Vista legacy has evolved and grown over the years to meet the 
challenging Va health care delivery needs.  the software has become 
cumbersome and time-consuming to maintain, and must be replaced 
so that Va can take full advantage of future health care technologies, 
and support future care delivery models that will improve service and 
lower costs. 
 please understand that there is no other electronic health record 
that could be deployed throughout the Va to meet patient needs.
 let me make a change here, too, and note that if you look at where 
we are with the enrollment population of 7.6 million, and a unique 
patient treatment population of about 5.3 million veterans expected, 
and look what it costs to run this system,it comes out to be about $80 
per individual.  and i will tell you that if you look at just repeating 
one test, which this system allows us not to have to do, as the civilian 
community does, it pays for itself in a sense, in that way. eighty dol-
lars to maintain a record for an individual veteran for a year is not 
an excessive cost.
 Depriving Va of the development funds we will need to replace the 
underlying architecture could disrupt ongoing maintenance required 
for safe operation.  it would also preclude support for new activities, 
such as enhanced charge capture, revenue collection, and transition 
to an architecture that will be interoperable with the DoD’s develop-
ment plans.  by making an investment now to transform the legacy 
system to the new environment, we will be positioned to take ad-
vantage of rapidly emerging technology, gene therapy, more effective 
drugs optimized to the patient, telemedicine, and superior clinical 
knowledge support, that a modern system structure would provide.  
if funding cuts are implemented, we will also delay the resolution 
of our current process inefficiencies, such as clinical scheduling and 
waiting-time monitoring, potentially for years, and will require addi-
tional funding in the future, perhaps significantly more than we are 
asking for now, to address those inefficiencies.
 we look at things like the advanced clinic access program that we 
are running to try and reduce waiting times.  that requires more 
than just the additional space that we are putting on the scene for 
the doctors and nurses and health care people to use.  it also requires 
this health care record system that they use every time that they see 
a veteran.
 Mr. Chairman, I conclude by reaffirming VA’s commitment to faith-
fully serve and support our veterans, and to be good stewards of the 
taxpayers’ money.  i would add in here that i don’t want confronta-
tion, either.  i understand that we have some differences on how this 
goes forward.  the senior management sitting at this table that effec-
tively runs the Va, or manages the Va, has come together under the 
secretary’s direction to agree on a federated model as what we need to 
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go forward.  the secretary signed off on that, directed us to proceed, 
and this senior management will be required to pay attention to it 
across the implementation phase.
 so i look forward to future appearances before you to report the 
continued success of Va’s ongoing and future it programs through-
out the department, and that concludes my testimony, and we will 
attempt to answer the Committee’s questions.  thank you very much 
for this opportunity.
 [The statement of Mr. Mansfield appears on p. 34]
 
 mr. bilirakiS.  thank you, mr. secretary.  i am going to recognize 
us up here for a 10 minute questioning period. whether we have a 
second round or not, i guess we will determine at that point in time. 
hopefully, 10 minutes will be at adequate and keep us on the course 
that we are on.
 mr. buyer, to inquire.
 mr. bUyer.  well, thank you, my colleagues.  allow me to open with 
some few questions here.  it was a pretty good meeting i had a few 
weeks back in bloomington, indiana, at a hospital that is working 
with mckesson.  and they also wanted to upgrade their it system, 
and they wanted to move toward electronic medical records, and were 
asking “How do we get this done?”
 so mckesson came in and gave them some advice and some coun-
sel, and this is a small hospital.  and the hospital administrator hires 
a hotshot CIO, okay?  And the medical chief makes the CIO his next 
best friend.  Those guys are standing there together like this, okay?  I 
am not kidding --  i am sorry, mr. Chairman.  i didn’t mean to inter-
rupt.  
 and it was fascinating to see how this Cio and the chief medical 
officer of this Hospital were best buds, and that is the way it is sup-
posed to be, okay?  It is supposed to be like that, because they had 
buy-in.  and that medical director understood what the Cio was go-
ing to implement was going to increase the quality of his care, and 
create efficiencies, and he had complete buy-in.  And it was wonderful 
to watch this staff, and the presentation, and hear that.  and i sat 
there sort of in amazement because that is not what i sense and feel 
from your staff.  
 and that sort of disappointed me, because i can give the same anal-
ogy.  Va goes out there and they get a hotshot, he is sitting to your 
right.  he is one of the best in our country, and he wants to help 
transform the Va to set a standard and a model for our country that 
can be leveraged across our health system.  so much so that, as you 
said in your testimony the president recognized that.  Congress rec-
ognizes that.
 and so we are sort of miffed as to why, you know, mr. mcfarland 
and Dr. perlin don’t exchange Christmas cards.  you should.  i don’t 
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know if you don’t.  maybe you think i’m overstating; i am not trying 
to be cute.
 we have been pretty tough on your it budget.  last year, not only 
us, but from our leadership, and the appropriators took action, the 
Senate took action, and the trend line is not favorable with you, right?  
Is that a fair statement?
 it is not favorable because we don’t have a good comfort zone.  so 
you have this 25 year-old Vista model that we invest a lot of money 
in, and so we have this shack.  and we have this shack that is work-
ing kind of well, but we are investing a lot of maintenance on shack.  
and on the development side, you want to continue to build on a sun 
room, and put in a big swimming pool, plus a four-car garage.
 maybe every analogy is imperfect, okay.  but you know where we 
would like to take you?  And please, tell me if you think I am crazy, 
but here is where we would like to take you.  we want you to make 
sure that you have a one architecture.  we want to empower your Cio 
for the one architecture.  his job is not to say “no.”  his job is to make 
sure that whatever on the business side or the development side fits 
in the one architecture, okay?  And we would like for you to transition 
out of the Vista and get to a new system.  so as you migrate to the 
new system, we want to make sure that whatever you are working 
out there on the development side, as you re-host, that it fits.
 And so in order to make all that happen, to whom do you turn?  He 
is sitting to your right, that from whom you are to seek the counsel, 
okay?  Not the one to your left.  Now, if you say, “Steve, you know 
what?  Let me tell you where I disagree with you.”  Please, we need to 
know that.  so let me turn to you, mr. secretary.
 mr. manSfield.  well, i think the analogy can be the situation 
that you referred to with your arms around the counsel is a situa-
tion where i’ve got my one arm around this one, and one arm around 
this one.  and this expert -- i agree with you, God bless us for hav-
ing him, coming back out of retirement to come in and do something 
positive for the Va and i recognize that -- and he is my expert on 
it, the secretary’s expert on it.  but he came into a system where 
his predecessors have built the system that we have.  and it is not 
just my arms around these two; it is my arms around these two, and 
230,000 employees out there, whom we have got to make sure all get 
the message, and all get it right, and we go forward as mentioned 
before with doing no harm.  and i think we have come a lot further 
in the period that i’ve been up here talking to you in an effort to get 
there and move forward.
 and again, i would make the point that after reviewing Gartner’s 
report, which we asked them to come in and give us some recommen-
dations, and after talking to, again, the senior leadership of the de-
partment and having them go through some intense discussion and 
debate, and come up with the answer, the secretary decided that we 
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are going forward on a federated model.  and we are going forward on 
that.  and we are making process.
 the other part of it is i would agree with you that we are under the 
gun on the dollars.  it just so happens that it kind of works serendipi-
tously, because with the re-organization going forward and with this 
new budgeting requirement with the new line-item budget, and the 
requirement finally to be able to get down there and figure out where 
all these dollars go, and then a requirement that we be very care-
ful and come up here and answer to any reprograming requests, we 
are going through some significant changes in this organization right 
now.  and that strategic pause that has been mentioned allows us to 
get through it as we get into ‘07, start making this thing work.
 mr. bUyer.  you use the word “federated.”  is that federated, as was 
described by larry Craig, or is there a federated  --  is there a new fed-
erated model?  I mean, first of all, you give testimony to Larry Craig, 
and then you go back to Gartner and say, “okay, we have made a 
consensus again on a federated model.”  then you seek counsel from 
them.  You have three definitions of the word “federated” right now.
 mr. manSfield.  We asked Gartner to come in with a fleshed-out 
framework for what they believe a federated model would be.  in oth-
er words, they talked about the different options.  they have come 
back, the it director contracted with them, they have come back in 
with the Gartner model for a framework of what a federated model 
should be, and we are in the process of reviewing that at the senior 
level right now, and are getting very, very close to accepting that 
framework, which then will be the basis that we use to go forward 
and make -- 
 mr. bUyer.  then let’s cut to the chase.  are you going to follow the 
implementation plan of the Gartner federated model?
 mr. manSfield.  i am listening to a debate that is going on with the 
senior management about what that model means and how we need 
to go forward, and basically the answer is we are going forward in an 
effort to put that framework in place so that we have something to 
take down to the lower levels and start implementing this plan.
 mr. bUyer.  i don’t know how to respond to that, mr. secretary.  i 
really don’t.
 mr. manSfield.  mr. Chairman, let me make a point.  we went 
through this last time with the discussion about where we were, 
when i was up here in september, i think, and the issue is we hired 
Gartner.  they are working for us.  we sent them out there to do a job 
for us, then come back with some recommendations.  but they are not 
running the department.
 mr. bUyer.  i understand.
 mr. manSfield.  they are not running the department.  this man-
agement group here is responsible for making sure things work, so as 
we go through -- 
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 mr. bUyer.  well, look from our perspective for just a second.  four 
hundred and eight members of Congress, basically you are saying 
they are flat-out wrong.
 mr. manSfield.  no, sir.  i didn’t say that.
 mr. bUyer.  wait a second.  because you say, “your centralized ap-
proach we are not going to follow in the Va.  even though i spent all 
this money on Gartner, we are not going to follow that.”  then you 
tell the senate, “we are going to follow a federated approach.”  you 
go back to Gartner and you get their opinion on a federated approach, 
and then we end up with sort of a “federated light.”  so instead, you 
then tell the senate, “we are going to go here,” and then you come 
back and tell us, “here,” -- you are still in a management position over 
here.  we want to get you over here, and we are walking the other 
direction, because you are trying to get consensus.  i am challenged.
 but can i turn to mr. mcfarland for a second, may i, mr. secre-
tary? 
 mr. manSfield.  yes, sir. 
 mr. bUyer.  i would like for your opinion.  have you seen what 
we have submitted in our budget views and estimates to the budget 
Committee, from this Committee?
 mr. mcfarland.  yes, sir.
 mr. bUyer.  all right.  we came in there and we have zeroed out 
some of these development programs.  and we have done that be-
cause we are anxious for you to set the architecture in place, to then 
move to the new system, and be able to re-host development.  and we 
are concerned.  so we are in this sort of strategic pause.
 now, from a business standpoint, is that the right way to approach 
it, or the wrong way?  Help us out here in your counsel.
 mr. mcfarland.  well, i think it is a good approach from a business 
perspective.  i can’t pass on which pieces of the development side are 
good, bad, otherwise, can’t pass on that because i don’t have insight 
into that area.  it is not an area that the it organization has ever 
managed here.
 until we get a chance to dig into each of those, through detailed 
analysis of the budget and the spend plans, which we are trying to 
do now, i can’t tell you whether those are good pauses, bad pauses, 
intermediate pauses.  i can’t answer that.
 i can certainly answer the areas which my department controls, 
which is a small amount of the budget, but i can answer those ques-
tions.  i would have to defer to Dr. perlin as to whether those are good 
pauses or bad pauses.  only he can answer that.
 mr. bUyer.  All right.  Dr. Perlin?  This is my last question.
 dr. perlin.  thank you, mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to re-
spond.  i think they are exceptionally dangerous pauses.  i know this 
Committee would never knowingly do anything to jeopardize the 
ability of this department to deliver safe, effective, and efficient care.  
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there are two pauses -- 
 mr. bUyer.  wait a second.  let me say this --  you just used a very 
powerful word.  you said, “if we zero this out, that it is dangerous.”  
this is new development.  “Dangerous” would be if i did something to 
your system that would affect ongoing operations.  this is new devel-
opment over here, which sets a different standard.  so you have just 
used the word “dangerous.”  how can it be dangerous if it deals with 
a new development, as opposed to affecting your ongoing operation, 
Dr. Perlin? 
 dr. perlin.  there are two components in the views estimates.  and 
first, let me reiterate how much we appreciate your great support for 
Va in the overall budget, and your concern for veterans.
 the two components, as you know, which are reduced, includes: 
one, the operation of the current Vista system.  the second is the 
aspect that does provide development for things such as the health 
data repository.
 the health data repository is the current relational data set that 
would allow us to do things like drug error checking.  it would in-
crease, as the deputy secretary said, the ability to have data which 
are interoperable with the Department of Defense, and to allow medi-
cal care to be informed by the past experience of the servicemember 
during military service.
 the healtheVet Vista component is not an application, or it is not 
an application that runs on the new architecture; it is the new archi-
tecture.  it is what will transcend some of the limitations of the cur-
rent architecture, which happens to provide very good clinical care.  
it has been listed by many as the gold standard.  matthew morgan, 
Canadian Journal of health Care papers listed it as that, and the 
basis for not only safer and higher-quality care, but also tremendous 
efficiencies on the larger medical services budget.
 But the HealtheVet VistA would allow greater maintenance effi-
ciencies to occur, as well.  pharmacy engineering and it support are 
an incredibly relevant area to the issue of safety.  the new pharmacy 
package would allow the inclusion of pharmaceuticals that are not 
prescribed within the Va, will allow the inclusion of over-the-coun-
ter herbal supplements that have tremendous interactions with the 
prescribed pharmaceuticals that a patient might use.  similarly, for 
Vista imaging, in laboratory, the ability to manage those data timely 
and effectively has tremendous impact.
 i would note that we agree fully in Vha of the need to transform, 
and desire to transform.  we concur absolutely that we should be 
more efficient in the corporate purchasing, in management of generic 
it, and we fully support the home for the enterprise architecture, and 
indeed, the approval of each and every development program, and the 
control of the budget in the Departmental Office of Information and 
technology.  thank you.
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 mr. manSfield.  mr. Chairman, let me just follow up on that, and 
reiterate that point that Dr. perlin made with the reference to mr. 
mcfarland’s testimony.
 In the federated model, the IT, the CIO at the IT office will be in 
charge of the architecture, and also have oversight over all budgets 
including development budgets.  they will also make sure that stan-
dardization operates across the department, not just in operations 
and management, but also in the development side.
 and also in addition to that, the Cio will be the overseer of the 
omb 300 plans. 
 and then i have decided that any proposed reprogramming issues 
are going to have to be cleared through the IT’s office, since they deal 
with budget issues.  so he will have, in the near feature, the ability 
to make sure that the architecture is followed, that the budgets are 
followed, and that we do get what we want here, which is standard-
ization, and that we follow the it budget.
 mr. bUyer.  mr. Chairman, in conclusion i think our oversight 
should only at this moment in time intensify.  because the last thing 
we could want is, we have legislation that we have passed 408 to 
nothing, the senate over there being deferential to the administra-
tion, and what we don’t want to happen is, is a continued walking to 
the status quo, so we end up with a “federated light,” and we then get 
pushed back from the senate by way of saying, “well, you know,” to 
the house, “you don’t need to do anything legislatively, because they 
are already taking action,” and what we are doing is pushing this 
down the road even that much further, and we are not even being 
able to perfect efficiencies.  With that, I yield back.
 mr. bilirakiS.  thank you, mr. Chairman.  
 mr. strickland to inquire.
 mr. Strickland.  mr. Chairman, i defer to you as the Chairman of 
this Subcommittee, and I will ask my questions when you have fin-
ished, if that is okay.
 mr. bilirakiS.  i guess it is okay.
 some of us have worked for the federal government in another life.  
i didn’t do it all that long.  i was an engineer before i went on to law 
school, and i was with the federal power Commission for a while.  i 
know that there is a feeling sometimes of these guys on Capitol hill 
being an ivory tower. that they are generally pretty darn educated 
and hard-working people, and that sort of thing, but they think they 
know everything about everything, and they really don’t know very 
much about anything.
 now i don’t know how you perceive us,  i know that Dr. perlin is 
going to be expert, certainly, when it comes to health care. mr. mc-
farland, certainly, when it comes to it, and the rest of you, as far 
as your areas of concern.  you are not under oath here.  i know that 
in energy and Commerce, where i also serve, for the oversight and 
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investigations subcommittee, every hearing is under oath and that 
sort of thing.  we haven’t done that here, and i don’t know that it is 
necessary to do it.  
 I would like to ask you to be candid with us.  Are we wrong?  Is 
Mr. Buyer wrong?  He asked you to tell him, Secretary Mansfield, he 
asked you to tell him if he’s crazy.  you don’t have to use that word, 
but is he wrong?  Am I wrong?  Are we wrong here to have heard for 
a period of years that there is an interest in IT? A real sincere inter-
est in it: “all we need is additional monies,” and “we need to hire an 
expert,” and we hired an expert, and he has given us his opinion,” or 
“they have given us their opinion, and i don’t know.”  i understand 
mr. mcfarland, who probably has more expertise in this area than 
any of us do tends to favor, maybe, the opinion of the expert that was 
hired and an awful lot of money was spent for.
 i don’t know,  i have an engineering degree but i’m here to tell you, 
my wife will tell you, i can’t even do the least little thing at the house.  
so i am not technically minded in spite of the fact that i have that 
degree.  i am not sure that i understand big differences between the 
centralized model and any other model that you have made up your 
mind you want to do.  i think you probably had already made up your 
mind on the federated model before we spent millions of dollars on 
the expert.
 Anyhow, are we wrong?  Are we on the wrong track here?  Are we 
trying to shove something down your throats that you think is a bad 
thing for purposes of the veterans?  Is Mr. Buyer wrong when he talks 
about Dr. perlin and mr. mcfarland not sending Christmas cards to 
each other?  Is that the kind of a thing that we have in our VA that 
we think so very strongly about?  Just talk a little bit,  talk a little bit 
on my time, here.  Go ahead, Gordon.
 mr. manSfield. thank you, mr. Chairman, and i would preclude 
my frank comments by a couple of statements.  number one is i have 
been up here, at this table in fact, in another life, and i don’t think 
my attitudes or my, thoughts changed from there to here.  you know, 
we are all here to do the best thing we can to take care of veterans 
who have served this country and earned benefits, and deserve those 
benefits that they have earned.
 mr. bilirakiS.  Are we open-minded in the process?  Are we turf-
conscious, or are we not turf-conscious in the process?  The worst 
word i think in the english language is “turf,” not “turk.”  turk is 
all right, but turf,  that is a big problem up here.  it is a big problem, 
we are all concerned about protecting our turf.  is that what we have 
here?
 mr. manSfield.  that is bill over there.
 mr. bilirakiS.  Bill?  A little bit of levity.
 mr. manSfield.  i wanted to make a couple of other comments, too.  
And make sure that I firmly believe these.  We are here because the 
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Constitution of the united states mandates that -- for example, the 
Congress is the one that takes taxpayers’ dollars and allocates them 
to the executive branches.  you are the folks that set up the laws that 
we are required to follow through on -- 
 mr. bilirakiS.  you can tell us -- forgive me for interrupting, but you 
can tell us.  Come on, let’s be candid here.  let’s not bring in the Con-
stitution.  You can tell us, are we wrong?  Are we on the wrong path 
here, in terms of what we think should be done, and maybe should 
have been done long before now?
 mr. manSfield.  You are definitely on the right path in that IT 
needs to be reformed and made more efficient, and work more effec-
tively, and that the dollars need to get more return for investment.  
You are definitely right on that.
 you are right that we sent out and had Gartner come in with the 
report, but as i said, our belief is we hired them to do a job for us.  
they came in with more than one recommendation.  and we took into 
consideration our ability and our requirement to manage this depart-
ment, and then the secretary’s desires, and came up with an answer 
that was different than yours.  
 i surely am not going to tell the Chairman that he’s crazy when he 
can get a 408 to nothing vote on the floor.  That obviously means that 
he knows what he is doing in this area and this arena, and i don’t 
think that i want to get caught between this side of the hill and the 
other side of the hill.  but they both, as i remember, are involved in 
making final decisions.
 we believe that this is the way to go.  this is the way to go, and a 
start towards reforming the Va’s it.
 mr. bilirakiS.  How many starts have we had?
 mr. manSfield.  This is the first one that I have been involved in, 
sir.
 mr. bilirakiS.  well, i appreciate that.  this past october, you stat-
ed that the secretary has recently made a decision to proceed with 
implementing the federated model in reorganizing Va it. that is the 
federated model, not the 408-to-zero model, but the federated model.  
i realized that that did not become law, that mandate, but certainly 
it is a pretty good idea how Congress feels about it.
 your comments before the senate, the whole point of that it was 
going to take 12 to 18 months to implement the Federated model.  
this was in october,  four months have passed.  Could you tell us 
what specific steps the Department has taken on implementing the 
Secretary’s federated model?
 mr. manSfield.  i just asked the expert how long it would take to 
implement a centralized model, and he said basically the same time.
 one thing that i want to put on the record here is that i am operat-
ing on some of the lessons i learned from the Core fls issue.  and 
one of those is to make sure that we have got it right up front, that we 
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do not move forward until we make sure in the management ranks 
that we have got it right, and we are prepared to roll it out, and we 
can make sure that the department can follow along with the instruc-
tions we are given.
 that means communication, that means training, that means a lot 
of things.  but rather than step forward a day early, i would rather 
make sure that we have got it right, so that we know it will work 
when we put it out there.
 mr. bilirakiS.  is the problem, Gordon, that we keep changing peo-
ple at the top? Therefore we have lack of stability and consistency 
and whatnot?  You indicated under your watch, so to speak.  Is that 
a problem?
 mr. manSfield.  Well, as I testified I think in September, I came 
in as Deputy secretary about the same time mr. mcfarland came 
in, and the first assignment we had together was to go down to Bay 
Pines and find out what was going on.  And I went down there and got 
down and talked to be GS-4s, fives and sevens and eights that were 
trying to make that system work, and i learned some lessons.  and i 
am trying to apply what i learned there to what we are doing here.  
 mr. bilirakiS.  all right.  
 mr. manSfield.  and one of the things is that we have got to get 
it right before we roll it out, to make sure we will make it work this 
time.
 mr. bilirakiS.  all right, so what we are talking about is we are dis-
carding the, recommended even by the Gao, the centralized model, 
and we are focusing on the federated model?  The decision has been 
made by VA to go federated, right?
 mr. manSfield.  october 19th, secretary nicholson signed a docu-
ment saying we are going to proceed with the federated model.
 mr. bilirakiS.  okay.
 mr. manSfield.  those are -- and i will tell you, that is based on this 
management team’s recommendation, discussion with them, where 
he went around the table and asked each one, “is this what we need 
to do, is this what we need to do, are you in agreement with this?” 
and those are our marching orders from the person that is respon-
sible to give us direction.
 mr. bilirakiS.  would you mind if i ask mr. mcfarland a question, 
direct question?  Do you have any problem with that?
 mr. manSfield.  sir, you can ask mr. mcfarland any question you 
want.  i understand that that is why these folks were brought up 
here.  but i want to make a point --  well, no, i won’t, either.
 mr. bilirakiS.  mr. mcfarland, i am sure anybody would agree 
when it comes to it, you are more expert than probably all of us put 
together.  Do you buy into the federated model?  You are the one who 
is going to have to do it, aren’t you?  You are the one who is going to 
have to implement it, oversee it, et cetera, right?
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 mr. mcfarland.  well, i have to oversee the operations and mainte-
nance side of it.  the development side of it in a federated model is in 
the hands of the administration.  so, i have oversight over the bud-
get, as you have given me.  but from the operations and maintenance 
side, that is the side that i would manage in a federated model.
 mr. bilirakiS.  Go ahead, mr. buyer.
 mr. bUyer.  your testimony to this Committee and your counsel 
to us was that you endorsed a centralized approach as presented by 
Gartner.  and that testimony has not changed today.  you still be-
lieve in the centralized model, as utilized in the business community.  
i mean, you still believe in a centralized model, but you have had to 
move toward a consensus with regard to a federated approach which 
you are prepared to implement under the leadership of the Va; is 
that a fair?
 mr. mcfarland.  that is correct.
 mr. bUyer.  okay.
 mr. bilirakiS.  okay, that being the case, and we all work for some-
body else -- we work for a heck of a lot more people that you do. well, 
maybe i guess the same number.  the point is, that being the case, 
your superiors and your colleagues here have all decided to go feder-
ated.  you can live with that, and you feel that they do can do the job 
with that as adequately as you would have with the other model, that 
you preferred?
 mr. mcfarland.  sir, any change from where we are today is a good 
change.
 mr. bilirakiS.  Yes, are you a lawyer?
 mr. mcfarland.  no, sir.  but in the last two years, i have been 
learning how to -- 
 mr. bilirakiS.  you are learning how. 
 mr. mcfarland.  we would like to clear the record, sir.  my wife, 
susan, and i did receive a Christmas card from Dr. perlin and his 
lovely wife.
 dr. perlin.  and for the record, we received one from --  
 mr. bilirakiS.  you received one.
 mr. bUyer.  i am going to have to leave, and we want to continue 
to work with you, and these are matters of policy.  it is hard, it is 
challenging.  we are going to the same goal.  we embrace the same 
goal, mr. secretary, and to the under secretaries, i say we are going 
to get there.  and the more we engage each other, the more we bang 
it through, and we are going to get a good system.  the reality about 
Capitol hill is, is even though we would love to move in bold strokes, 
the reality is we move in increments, and we recognize that.  so you 
are not moving at a pace which we would desire, and we will deal 
with the senate’s as deferential, but we are going to keep the pres-
sure on, that is the reality.
 i want to switch to a completely different topic, and i want to bring 
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to your attention a great concern of mine, and i believe of the Com-
mittee, and it deals with the tone and tenor of the nation.  so secre-
tary tuerk, i bring this to your attention.
 in indiana, we have an individual who was just killed, sergeant 
ricky Jones, from kokomo, indiana.  his family home has been van-
dalized, has been egged.  the family have received phone calls that 
say, quote, “i am glad your son is dead.”  so i am about as outraged 
as i can be and must speak against such behavior toward our sacred 
dead.
 so what i would like to do is work with you, secretary tuerk, and 
work with the secretary of the Va, to reach out to this family in indi-
ana.  now, there is something that is occurring in the country called 
patriot riders.  and my sense is, you are about to have a thousand 
patriot riders show up in kokomo, indiana.  and the last thing i want 
is violence, but i just believe that everyone would share the thought 
that we are equally appalled that something like this would be occur-
ring.
 but i think we need to have a voice from the Va, and i am going 
to speak with the family today, and i am going to go to the funeral.  
i don’t know what your plans are but under secretary tuerk, if the 
Secretary or Gordon Mansfield, I know you have busy schedules, but 
if you can be there, i would like for you to check your schedule.  this 
is your department.  and i would like for you to reach out to this 
family, and i would like the Va to send out a bold message, because 
you are responsible for this individual’s body, and for how we care for 
this individual, and make sure that his life, that individual’s life is 
recognized.  let me turn it to you, secretary tuerk.
 mr. tUerk.  mr. Chairman, i don’t know whether i can articulate 
outrage and disgust any better than you just have.  you have my 
solemn commitment that i will work with you to properly honor this 
servicemember and his loved ones. i cannot think of anything that 
would take precedence over joining you in kokomo, indiana, to help 
this family get through its hour of need.  and i assure you that i 
cannot anticipate that my boss, Deputy Secretary Gordon Mansfield, 
would have a priority for my time that is higher, either.  so i look for-
ward to traveling with you, and doing right by this family.  you have 
my assurance of that.
 mr. bUyer.  all right.  they are not constituents of mine.  i am 
just appalled.  if the secretary can’t make it, Gordon, you know, if 
you can deliver a letter from the secretary of the Va to the family, or 
something in person?
 mr. manSfield.  We will bring the president’s certificate, and we 
will check with your folks -- 
 mr. bUyer.  let us have our staffs work together.
 mr. manSfield.  Do everything we can, yes.
 mr. bUyer.  we can stand to send a message to the country that 
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this conduct is pretty outrageous.
 mr. tUerk.  yes, sir.
 mr. bUyer.  all right, thank you.
 mr. bilirakiS.  all right.  thank you, mr. buyer.
 Gordon, i have two questions and i am just going to ask them. one 
i started to ask, and then i am going to ask you to respond to them 
within a week in writing, and give you a better opportunity to do that. 
we are expecting votes at 11:30, and i thought it would be only fair to 
go through the rest of the members, to give the rest of the members 
an opportunity here.
 the one is continuing on what i recently went into, is your testi-
mony in october regarding implementing the federated model.  you 
said it was going to take 12 to 18 months to implement it.  This was 
in october.  so my question is, four months have passed  --  
 mr. manSfield.  excuse me, sir.
 mr. bilirakiS.  it is all right, sir. four months have passed.  Could 
you please tell us what specific steps the Department has taken in 
implementing the Secretary’s federated model, first question.  Hope-
fully, a response in writing within a week.  Is a week fair?
 mr. manSfield.  yes.
 mr. bilirakiS.  all right.  second one -- 
 mr. manSfield.  You want that in writing? 
 mr. bilirakiS.  yes, i want that in writing.
 in 2006, Congress appropriated roughly $26 million for Core fls, 
here we are again.  however, in a Va letter to the house appro-
priations Committee that listed Va it-related and the amounts to 
be spent for fy 2006, it appears that Va reprogrammed monies for 
Core fls, and put the monies into a new program called flite. you 
are not surprised that i am bringing all this up --  recently, my staff 
requested briefings on the FLITE program, formerly Core FLS.  Ac-
cording to Va, this is a new program and not a rebranding of Core 
fls.  please explain why the Va reprogrammed Va it monies into a 
new program which is called the flite program, and whether or not 
Congress was notified of the reprogramming as required by law.
 i will submit these to you so you can have the question exactly as 
i asked them.
 mr. manSfield.  You want the second one by -- in writing?
 mr. bilirakiS.  within a week.
 mr. manSfield.  yes, sir.
 mr. bilirakiS.  if you would do that, i would appreciate it.
 mr. manSfield.  will do, sir.
 mr. bilirakiS.  again, i thank all of you for appearing here, and 
would now turn the query over to mr. reyes.
 mr. reyeS.  thank you, mr. Chairman, and gentlemen, thank you 
for being here.
 the Gartner report recommended that the Va adopt a centralized 
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it model, or the Va’s adoption of what you are terming a “federated 
model,” and it also cited that the poor state of the Va’s investment 
management process was a reason for that recommendation.
 however, mr. secretary, your written testimony states that you 
are, and i am quoting, “pleased to report that the Va is making steady 
progress in adopting a federated management model that will result 
in considerable efficiencies.”
 my question is, how have you improved the poor state of your in-
vestment management process?  And how certain can this Subcom-
mittee be that the efficiencies that you are promising will in fact be 
realized?
 mr. manSfield.  mr. reyes, those are good questions, and i would 
make the point that in addition to the reorganization, for the first 
time ever, in fiscal year 2006 the VA is required, and has an IT line-
item.  and that means that we have to ensure that we get the pro-
grams under that lined up and accounted for.  and it also means that 
we are going to have to be more rigid in our accounting, more accu-
rate in our accounting, and ensure that we do it right.  and i would 
tell you that, sir, i have to unfortunately say that we have not always 
done it right in the past.
 the second thing is that in the reorganization as we move forward 
combining the it line-item, and the reorganization, the Cio, the as-
sistant secretary for information technology is now in charge of re-
viewing the omb 300 programs, which gives us a better chance up 
front to figure out exactly what the budgeting and finance require-
ments are.  so that is a starting point.
 the other point is that no matter which program you went to, cen-
tralized or federated, you would still have the opportunity in making 
sure that the programs that the it folks are going to be responsible 
for, management and operations, can be standardized and in many 
cases consolidated, and that is where we believe we will be able to 
realize the first savings in this program.
 mr. reyeS.  i guess the frustration that i hope you know we are 
feeling is, let me give you one example, and it deals with this, what 
in your testimony you referred to are “strategic pauses.”  and in your 
testimony, you say that these “strategic pauses” pay for development 
and infrastructure realignment in fiscal years 2006 and 2007.  The 
frustration deals with trying to understand what, in real terms, the 
“strategic pause” means.  why, when we know the need, when we 
spent millions of dollars on a recommendation with the Gartner re-
port, why are we in a “strategic pause?”  Can you explain that to 
me?
 mr. manSfield.  yes, sir, and still i would make the point again for 
the record that we are following one of the recommendations of the 
Gartner report.  they came in with a number of recommendations, 
and as i said, we went through a process within the department to 
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determine how to apply to the department.  the senior management 
team here in conjunction with the secretary made a decision to go to 
the federated model.  so that is where we are in that sense.
 and i think the answer to the question is, we just have to, you 
know, work our way through reorganizing the whole it function of 
the department.  it isn’t just management and operations that is go-
ing through a reorganization.  i have directed the under secretaries 
of the administrations to go through a process to make sure they ex-
amine and do a reorganization on their development functions which 
are still left under their control in the federated model.
 mr. reyeS.  but if you accepted the recommendation of a “strategic 
pause” in the Gartner report for this resetting, of the prioritization 
of the it function, why in the world wouldn’t you accept the recom-
mendation that it be a centralized, versus what you are calling a fed-
erated model?
 mr. manSfield.  well, the strategic pause is actually applied to the 
development function, not the management and operations.  so the 
transformation that is going forward in the management operations 
sense is a big issue for the department.  while we are going through 
that, and while we are doing an effort to conform the requirements 
that we have on the it budgeting, another major project that the 
department has never done before, we are doing it for the first time 
this year; and as we are looking at making sure that the omb 300s 
are reviewed in a timely and accurate manner, that gives us the op-
portunity, with reduced funding as directed by the Congress to go 
forward, with a strategic pause, to make sure we can get through the 
reorganization, to make sure that we can  --  and at the same time, 
reorganize, or refresh the development programs.  and that will al-
low us, then, to move forward, probably towards the end of ‘07 or ‘08 
with new development programs that we will be recommending in 
future budgets.
 mr. reyeS.  okay.  so, why haven’t we seen a detailed plan of what 
you intend to do?  Because the concern that I know I have, and maybe 
perhaps some of my colleagues, is that when you came in with your 
budget request, it seeks funding for certain programs that ultimately 
may not be consistent with your re-hosting efforts.  so where are we 
on having a detailed or comprehensive plan of what you intend to do 
and what it is going to look like, so that we can have some assurances 
as the subcommittee on oversight, that you are not going to -- that 
we are not going to be funding programs that will be obsolete once, 
whatever this plan is, will get implemented?
 mr. manSfield.  and that is exactly what a strategic pause can al-
low us to do.  we won’t be going forward with programs until we get 
the final decision made on what the standards are, and what service 
level agreements are, and what we exactly have to do to carry for-
ward.  so this strategic pause i think, sir, allows us to do what you 
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want us to do, which is make sure we don’t spend money where it 
shouldn’t be spent.
 mr. reyeS. what makes the Va so unique that you can’t follow the 
industry standard?  I mean, we have got systems that may need may-
be a little but of tweaking, but that are industry standards, that are 
state-of-the-art.  from what i can gather from your testimony and 
what i have read about this effort, you are going to have islands out 
there that you are going to connect with bridges, instead of one cen-
tralized system that everyone will be able to utilize, that everybody 
will be able to train on, that everybody will be able to depend on for 
information.  and that will ultimately make the Va more effective, 
more efficient, and give the kind of service that I know all of us want 
the veterans to receive.
 mr. manSfield.  one of the things that i believe will happen -- i 
don’t believe, i know will happen, is that the it, the Cio will bring 
industry standards to bear, as we move forward in this reorganiza-
tion.
 but i would make the point, too, that as mentioned earlier, if you 
are looking for the standard, for example, in electronic health records, 
it is right here at Va.  even though it is on a 25-year-old platform, it 
has been redone up-to-date.  and again, as i say, that is a electronic 
health care record that costs us $80 a year per patient to maintain, 
and i would make the point, too, in an announcement by represen-
tative John porter, about moving towards electronic records for the 
federal employees health benefits plan.  There’s an article here in 
the washington post that talks about mr. porter indicating that the 
Va has been able to do this, and that is the goal they are looking for. 
so we are in effect the industry-standard in health care records, i 
believe.  and we can take it a little bit further to make sure they are 
brought into the 21st century.
 mr. bilirakiS.  Would the gentleman yield? 
 mr. reyeS.  yes, sir.
 mr. bilirakiS.  you are, and you can be even more.  we talk about 
this sort of thing should take place, particularly for health care, 
throughout the entire country so that every provider, every hospital, 
et cetera, et cetera, et cetera.  you could be a model, you can be a mod-
el.  you are really not a model as yet, even though you are probably 
ahead of everybody else.  we know when the problems took place as a 
result of the hurricane katrina, that when you transferred patients 
from, was it new orleans to houston, that the equipment in houston 
was not capable of being able to take what you sent over there to plug 
it in, that you had to reconfigure.  So more work has to be done.
 mr. manSfield.  i agree, sir.  you are talking about an ideal system.  
we are talking about taking a 20-year-old system and bringing it into 
the position where it can do that.  but i would suggest to you that any 
other health-care system in that area right now is probably digging 
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out their paper records and trying to figure out what they saved -- 
 mr. bilirakiS.  amen, but we keep falling back on that.
 mr. manSfield. sir, i don’t disagree with you, and that is the plan 
here.  and that is why we requested this money to go forward, is we 
need to bring these records further into the current -- 
 mr. bilirakiS.  i think mr. reyes is trying to  --  you were trying 
to get, i think, to what their decision is going to be, what plan, what 
model is the one that is going to be used.
 mr. reyeS.  exactly.
 mr. bilirakiS.  i understood, you know, february the 7th, you were 
going to come up with some sort of decision.  then it was deferred to 
the 15th, that it was deferred to February the 28th. Then we heard, 
and i don’t know how we get this information, but we heard that you 
all were getting together this morning to come up with some sort of 
a decision.
 mr. manSfield.  sir, i made a decision that i am not going to be do-
ing something without, you know, full review and an ability to look at 
everything on the table, to be able just to come up here and present 
something to you.
 mr. bilirakiS.  all right.
 mr. manSfield.  i think that is part of the problem we have had in 
the past, for example, lessons learned, that we have forced ourselves 
to do something so we can present it to you and say, “hey, we did 
it.”
 mr. bilirakiS.  yes, sure --  
 mr. manSfield.  and i think that is not right, and i am not going 
to do it.
 mr. bilirakiS.  all right.  you should not be frightened of us, or 
forced to do something prematurely or anything of that nature.  back 
in October you said it would take 12 to 18 months, and I guess you 
are going to tell us what has taken place during those first, those four 
months, right?
 mr. manSfield.  as i indicated, we went out to Gartner again, which 
everybody up there seems to think is the best way to go, and asked 
them to come back and give us a framework.  not an actuality, but a 
framework that would allow us to use that to flesh out all the things 
that we need to do to go forward.  and then looking at that framework 
again, if the first steps are wrong, then the next steps are going to be 
wrong, and by the time we get down the road, we are going to have 
another mess on our hands, and i am not going to do that.  i want to 
make sure it is done right up front, and that we can go forward.  at 
some point, i am going to have to step in and say, “Do it this way.”
 mr. bilirakiS.  Go ahead, mr. reyes.  i am sorry, i didn’t mean to 
interrupt.
 mr. reyeS.  no, you followed up, and that is the very question i 
wanted to, or reassurance that i wanted to, because you know, we like 
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the programs, health data repository, scheduling replacement, Vista 
imaging, all of those.  we are spending all these millions of dollars on 
that, and i think what i want is reassurance that those things aren’t 
going to go out the window whenever you reset this plan, whether it 
is that you are waiting, as i understood, from the recommendation 
from the Gartner report, or the combination of the Gartner report 
and the federated plan.  Can you give us that assurance?
 mr. manSfield.  in my testimony i think i pointed out that we ob-
ject to those cuts.  we believe each and every one of those programs 
is important.  the health data repository not only helps us; it is going 
to help us connect the Va and DoD systems in a seamless transi-
tion.  some of these programs are set up so that we can increase our 
efficiency.  For example, with the scheduling, the clinical scheduling 
package will allow us to make sure that the advanced clinic access 
program, that needs more than, as i said -- 
 mr. reyeS.  well, but mr. -- 
 mr. manSfield.   -- so i am committed to making those programs 
move forward so that they can provide efficiencies in the future.  Part 
of it is though, you know, we have to make sure as we go through, as 
i said, the strategic pause, that we have the ability to do everything 
that is required.
 mr. reyeS.  okay.  well, one of the problems is that you are in a 
“strategic pause” on these programs, yet you are asking us to fund 
the development of these programs while you are in this pause.  so i 
for one am --  
 mr. manSfield.  i would make the point that we have cut it down 
to those we do want to go forward with, and the others that are not 
so important or not critical to operations with Va, DoD, or  critical 
to scheduling, or other efficiencies, are the ones that are in the pause 
mode.
 mr. reyeS.  okay, but the problem is we still don’t have a plan of 
where you are going with that, and that is why i think there is, at 
least on my part, a reluctance to move forward.
 mr. manSfield.  well, sir, i understand your concern and your 
reluctance.  i made the point to the Chairman, to the full Commit-
tee Chairman, to the subcommittee Chairman, and i agree that we 
haven’t done it exactly as we should have done in the past, and un-
fortunately we suffer because of that.  i would just make the commit-
ment that part of what we are trying to do here is make sure that we 
do do it right.  the strategic pause was to allow us to make sure that 
we got the reorganization and the budgeting issues taken care of, and 
then the planning issues, which are the omb 300, to make sure that 
we got that right.  but i would also tell you that those ones that you 
mentioned are key to us to be able to move forward in efficiencies, in 
return on investment, and we do want to be able to do that.
 however, in addition to the reorganization, as i mentioned, the Cio 
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is responsible for ensuring that the management operations back-
bone of the system, the operating systems, are made efficient.  The 
under secretaries are responsible for making sure that the develop-
ment functions, which remain under their control, that which is left, 
conform to the standardization that is set by the Cio, conform to the 
architecture that is set by the Cio, go through a budget review that 
is done by the Cio, but also are done right.  and that is what we are 
trying to do all at the same time.
 mr. bilirakiS.  Is it a good idea to do this, to do all this?  We keep 
talking about it. we keep talking about throwing money at it and 
that sort of thing, you want additional dollars.  is it good for the vet-
erans?  Is it good for the Department to do all these things?
 mr. manSfield.  yes, sir.  yes.
 mr. bilirakiS.  it is good, all right.  we have been talking about 
it now for how many, 10 years or something of that nature?  Again, 
whatever that period of time is, it is something like 10 years.  i real-
ize that you are not responsible for your predecessors and things of 
that nature, mr. secretary,  but here we are, again.  you can’t blame 
us for feeling that there is something happening here, whether it is a 
culture thing or something of that nature, i don’t know.  i understand 
that Gartner gave Va an implementation plan that you have not even 
adopted as yet.  you haven’t even made the decision on adopting it.  
now i realize i want you to cross all the t’s and dot the i’s and make 
sure, so we don’t have the problems that we had in the past, and 
throw good money after bad, et cetera.  
 there has got to be some sort of limitation of time.  hell, i retire at 
the end of the year.  Why should I feel confident that something like 
this is really on a good path by the time I retire?  I don’t, I mean what 
are we doing here?  We are having problems with adequate funding 
for health care of veterans and things of that nature.  i really have 
the feeling we ought to take all this money and divert it into health 
care, because we don’t seem to see things get done.
 mr. manSfield.  this is health care, sir.  you couldn’t get the health 
care to 5.3 million patients without the electronic health care record.  
And we can give it better and more efficiently with more quality, and 
make no mistakes, if we adopt some of these things we want to do.
 mr. bilirakiS. Then why are we taking so long to do it?  Why are we 
taking so long to do it?  It is health care, you are right.
 mr. manSfield.  if i could have it done by midnight, i would have 
it done by midnight.  i am pushing this as hard as i can.  the secre-
tary has made the decision.  at senior staff meetings, the secretary 
continues to point out to his senior management group that this is 
a priority of the department, and we need to move forward.  we are 
moving forward appropriately to get this done.  but as i said, rather 
than do something just to do something, we want to do it right the 
first time.
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 mr. bilirakiS.  okay, so you haven’t come up with a model as yet, 
is that right?
 mr. manSfield.  i have the framework.  i have a model that will 
give us a framework, that we can then use to go forward with, and 
make the final decisions.
 mr. bilirakiS.  when can we expect -- 
 mr. manSfield.  we can’t go out the door and buy something off the 
shelf to do it.
 mr. bilirakiS.  yes, but Gordon, it has been about 10 years.
 mr. manSfield.  well, sir, let me back up and make the point.  i 
fully understand and appreciate your concerns about this issue.  i ful-
ly understand and appreciate the fact that the Committee and sub-
committee are concerned about  --  based on history, unfortunately 
-- whether we can get it done.  i am just telling you that the secretary 
is committed, i am committed, this management team sitting with 
me here is committed, and we are moving forward appropriately to 
get it done.
 mr. bilirakiS.  Yes. Is wrong for us to mandate a particular date? 
i think it is not fair to you, we are not down at that particular level.  
Yet, here we are, we feel like we are floundering.  I hate to use the 
word, “stonewalling,” because i think you are above that.
 mr. manSfield.  well, as i mentioned in my conclusion, sir, i think 
i said i look forward to further trips up here to this subcommittee 
and Committee to answer questions as we go through this, and i am 
serious about that.
 and the other point i would make is we on a regular basis attempt 
to brief your staffs about where we are, what we are doing, and how 
we are going forward.  You mentioned the FLITE briefing that took 
place.  so we are attempting to convey the information and let you 
know what we are trying to do, but i fully expect to be at this table 
with this microphone in front of me, further on in the year.
 and let me, if i may, say -- you mentioned your departure.  let 
me say thank you, mr. Chairman, thank you for the service that you 
have provided up here.  thank you for the direction that you have 
given to the Department of Veterans’ affairs.  thank you for all the 
legislation and the oversight that you have provided to ensure that 
those veterans that we are here to take care of are getting the ben-
efits and services that they have earned.  I really, really we want you 
to know that i am saying that personally and for the department.  we 
do appreciate all the effort and passion that you obviously are putting 
into this.
 mr. bilirakiS.  well, thank you for that sir.  
 i have one more question and it would go to secretary Cooper, but 
i would ask that it may be submitted in writing.  it has to do with 
the Carnegie mellon sei report of september on Vetsnet, where 
it stated that there is no credible evidence that the program will be 
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substantially complete by December 2006.  the report further states 
that the program could lead to a “never-ending program.” you are 
aware, of course, Vetsnet has been in development for over 10 
years, and at a cost of over $600 million, and the program’s develop-
ment continues to reside within Vba.  so the question is, under the 
federated model, will Vetsnet still be an open-ended application 
development project?  And when is VBA going to develop rules and 
standards to application development?  That is the question.  We will 
hand it to you personally, and please respond to that hopefully within 
a week, because i don’t want to be unfair with, you know, the time 
line, there.
 Well, Mr. Reyes, anything further? 
 mr. reyeS.  no, mr. Chairman.
 mr. bilirakiS.  well, gentlemen, thank you for coming here now.  
this is tough on you, but i think it is tougher on us because of the 
frustration that we have.  now i feel that you are dedicated and you 
care about the veterans, and it has got to be frustrating to you, too.  
somewhere along the line with the time that it has taken here, we 
just keep on reinventing the wheel. it seems like it is throwing, may-
be sometimes, good money -- you know we have thrown some good 
money after bad over the years.  something has got to take place 
here.  i don’t know what the answer is, but you have indicated your 
willingness to cooperate with the staff.  i know that art, is very much 
interested in this, and he has been awfully good as far as i am con-
cerned.  he is courteous and whatnot.  hopefully, he has been that 
way in his communications, and relationship with you.  we want to 
see some action for and on behalf of the veteran.
 the hearing is over.
 [Whereupon, at 10:54 a.m. the Subcommittee was adjourned.]
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